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This is for casinos (on-line or land-based) that offer Le Partage rules. 

 

This is a non-progression even-bets _system_ and you do not need anything but your eyes - no pen-

and-paper, no computer... Really. 

 

You *need* an 8u bankroll (BR) for each session, though... 

 

You set a _top-limit_ (TL) at 17u as each session starts 

You set a _walk-limit_ (WL) at 0u as each session starts 

 

You start each session by looking for a non-zero outcome. 

Then you place 2u on each even bet that did *not* hit = 6u 

(22 hits, you bet R-L-O) 

 

* Zero: If zero hits (at any spin) the session ends. Remember to collect your 3u! 

 

* Non-zero: The even bet(s) that you win on, you bet the opposite of for the next spin but the bets 

that you lose, you bet the same again. 2u on each = 6u, but if you do not have the 6us in the BR - 

then it is the end of the session. Obviously it will end immediately if you do not hit one of the three 

at the very first bet. If so; you have 2u left and (hopefully) you can add 6u to get a new BR. In this 

case you walk to another table or stay but you wait for a new decision = start a new session. 

 

But now you hit at least one... 

You did set a TL of 17u when the session started, remember? 

 

You keep on betting like described until BR >= TL (>=17u. The more the marrier) 

When this happens you set WL = TL (17u now) and raise TL by 1u (to 18u now) - no matter how 

much more there is in BR. 

 

Bet as described and after each spin: 

If BR <= WL session ends 

If BR >= TL set WL = TL and raise TL by 1 

 

Continue like this... betting a total of 6u each time, as described above. 

 

 


